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 netop.org/docs/v6wp-as-installer/en/7_5_1.html Hi all, I have an issue with my preseed files. See the preseed.cfg files in /var/log/syslog on - it seems to run through most parts of the preseed file, but then fails to install any packages due to dpkg being locked. Can anyone tell me what is happening here? jetje: don't use - on names, its a help flag, no need to do that jetje: check the key is valid, all the
lines starting with "Start" should be "Start" not "Start;" jetje: the lines ending in "Stop; " should be "Stop; " jetje: check your iscsi root and the whole cdrom section, the initrd is missing a few things jetje: that looks like the output from grub jetje: also check the name of the iso you are using jetje: also check you are using the right driver for the usb stick you are using thanks Grub is not writing any

output to stderr/stdout, it's writing it to syslog instead jetje: in any case, the package install is failing, check you have a matching key and the iSCSI root is still valid ikonia: all lines starting with Start are start, all stopping lines are stop, the root is valid, the image is valid and the usb stick is default (not RAID etc). It is ubuntu 16.04 jetje: interesting, have you told it to use the dmraid target (not the boot
target) ikonia: I am using the dmraid target jetje: which is not a good idea jetje: (the raid device) jetje: also, are you using the correct drive for the root install jetje: if you are booting from an encrypted volume, you shouldn't be using a raw device 82157476af
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